Corrected Curriculum for 1928-29 Issued by College

Adds Four New English Courses and Revised Offered—Change in Astronomy

The new schedule of courses has been issued and copies may be obtained without charge at the office of the Registrar. The "Tripped" wishes to emphasize the importance of careful selection of courses by careful consideration what group the student wishes to select and what his abilities are. Anyone who is in doubt as to the courses they should take is asked to consult their faculty adviser concerning their plans and should decide as soon as possible what they will take during the next three years.

Five new courses have been added. Four of these are English courses and one is a history course. They are as follows:

English 4, half-course in American Literature, to be given by Professor Wood. This course will meet from 10:00 to 11:15 a.m. on Mondays only.

English 5, elective for those who have completed a course in English 1 or its equivalent. This course will meet from 10:00 to 11:15 a.m. on Mondays only.

English 6, elective for those who have completed a course in English 1 or its equivalent. This course will meet from 10:00 to 11:15 a.m. on Mondays only.

English 11a, English 1 or its equivalent are prerequisites. This course will take up a study of the history of English literature, emphasizing its sources, vocabulary, the development of words and meanings, standard and dialect English. This course will meet from 10:00 to 11:15 a.m. on Mondays only.

Interclass Track Meet Set for Next Tuesday Afternoon

The Annual Interclass Track meet will be held next Tuesday. The usual fourteen events will be run and Oustoutning expects a large turn-out for the event. This will be a good chance for everyone who wishes to run in track to be in good condition. It is quite important that the classes organize to arrange captains and commissioner for the meet.

Medals will be given for the first through fifth places in each event. The number of events to be run in each class will be the customary record and point source established on the trophy. Interclass meets are expected to be made into a regular feature of our interclass college. The class of 28 has walked off with honors in all of the last three meets and unless the other three classes offer stiff competition the present holders will continue to hold on. Don't forget the date—Tuesday, May 15, at 4 o'clock.

TRINITY NOSED OUT

of Track Victory

BY 66 TO 60 SCORE

Mr. Aggie Stag Rally to Win Final Events and Meet on Saturday

Blue and Gold Show Much More Strength than Expected—Few Fast Times

The Massachusetts Aggies barely won a dual meet from the Trinity track team last Saturday at the Hartford field. The Aggies, 66, Trinity, 60. This result is encouraging to the Tritonarians, and the Blue and Gold will be better the minds of those who wonder ahead of time about their finals.

For theater-goers there will be the university's celebrated "Fast Workers"—a very good force which will be a new game, with new actors and with new ideas. This show is there and one will want to see it.

Late the next morning and don't get up early to see the game. This will get you out of the fresh air and men can eat a good color which will be distinct asset later in the day. We don't know who will start against us and can tell you that the visitors will go home on the trip to Hartford. And that night—we are sure about the weather. It will be clear and the moon will shine. We can't say whether this will be in Hartford or in the country and management of the dance. The particulars are being held back and we can't say anything definite about the weather because it is entirely unnecessary—the class of '28 is running the dance. That is enough to encourage most of us.

Tennis Gets Decisive Victory over Wesleyan

Fine Program Planned for Senior Week, May 29

Senior Ball to Take Place on May 30th—Baseball Game on That Afternoon

The ten-week and the thirteenth of May will be very busy days on the campus of the College. The last week of May will be a very busy one. The Senior Ball and the Blue and Gold will be better the minds of those who wonder ahead of time about their finals.

For theater-goers there will be the university's celebrated "Fast Workers"—a very good force which will be a new game, with new actors and with new ideas. This show is there and one will want to see it.

Late the next morning and don't get up early to see the game. This will get you out of the fresh air and men can eat a good color which will be distinct asset later in the day. We don't know who will start against us and can tell you that the visitors will go home on the trip to Hartford. And that night—we are sure about the weather. It will be clear and the moon will shine. We can't say whether this will be in Hartford or in the country and management of the dance. The particulars are being held back and we can't say anything definite about the weather because it is entirely unnecessary—the class of '28 is running the dance. That is enough to encourage most of us.

Plans are Complete for Sub-Freshman Week-End

Jesters to Give One-Act Play—Glass Club Will Stage Other Entertainment

One of the features of the Sub-Freshman Week-End program is the Smoker, which is to be held in Alumni Hall Tvm. May 28. The Junior Jesters, who have been working with Puck in the production of "Puck of Pudd’n Town," will give a one-act play to their contribution to the entertainment. The Smokers of the Glass Club will sing a few numbers. The ball game scheduled for the past two months by Mr. J. S. Morris, a Trinity graduate; and they are sure to do well in the competition of the evening's entertainment will, in all probability, be as enthusiastically welcomed as it has been previously.

There is also a movement on foot to have some of our prominent gym- nasts give an exhibition of their skill for the benefit of the visitors.
Board of Trustees, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.

THE TRIPOD

THE SENATE of Trinity College, the powerful medium through which all students have the opportunity to accomplish great things this year. That, however, might almost be a natural assumption, but the statement made at the last college board meeting—that is, the Senate has no end of intricate and flexible passages, since, contrast is quite perfect.

One saw the Senate of pulling the wool over the eyes of the student body. That had not occurred to any other person, do you think the man elected to take the chair at college body meetings would go as far as to say that his constituents might be considered, though interest was expressed and clearly understood.

In the receipt of THE TRIPOD, serious communications will be considered, though interest of which any organization might be proud. The clauses of the United States which has no end of intricate legislation need be given. This feeling might almost be a natural assumption, but the statement made at the last college board meeting—that is, the Senate has no end of intricate and flexible passages, since, contrast is quite perfect.
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HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO.

STEVENS DEFEATS TRINITY IN FIFTEEN INNINGS OF BASEBALL

Jersey Engineers Force Blue and Gold to Limit in Well-Played Game

FIRST INNINGS POOR

Trinity Rallies to Tie Count in Sixth and Lead in Seventh—Final Score 9 to 8

The score:

Stevens

AB R H PO A
Meinhold, lf, 8 0 2 2 0
Pillat, 2b, 6 0 1 8 4
Ascott, c, 6 1 2 1 0
Cassetti, ss, 7 1 2 1 2
Opp, rf, 6 1 2 1 0
Van Riper, cf, 5 2 0 0 0
Persson, 3b, 6 2 3 1 8
Thackenberry, 2b, 6 2 3 6 0
Braden, p, 2 1 1 5 0
Ahrens, p, 4 0 0 3 2

Totals, 56 9 15 45 22 3

Trinity

AB R H PO A
Burr, cf, 1 0 1 0 0
Cutler, c, 5 1 2 1 0
Ebersold, rf, 9 0 3 4 0
Whitaker, lf, p, 7 2 3 1 2
Slossberg, c, cf, 7 1 2 0 0
Selma, 3b, 7 2 3 1 3
Hartman, 1b, 2 0 0 4 0
Burnat, 3t, 2 0 0 4 0
Manastorne, p, 1 1 1 2 0
Goodling, ss, 1 1 1 4 2
Shrum, 2b, 1 0 0 0 0
Brougel, 2b, 3 0 1 2 0
Bush, 2b, 2 0 1 1 0

Totals, 57 8 15 45 16 7

Stevens, 0 0 1 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Trinity, 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Some call it meanness...

Some say that Camel is the mostlcers cigarette ever made. Some that it’s mild and smooth. It’s really all good things in one, and that is why it is supreme upon the pinnacle of modern favor. Camel’s popularity today is the largest that any cigarette ever had.

And, it costs something to make this kind of a smoke. It costs the choicest tobaccos that money can buy, and a blending that spares neither time nor expense. Each Camel cigarette is as full of value as the world of tobacco can give.

You can be sure of smoking pleasure, serene and full, in these quality cigarettes. Smoke all of them you want; they simply never tire the taste.

"Have a Camel!"

REHEARSALS GOING WELL FOR JESTERS’ SPRING PRODUCTION

Cast is Complete—Gauthier to Play "Kittie"—Few Other Changes

JESTERS’ ONE-ACT PLAY

Will be Presented Sub-Freshman Week—End—O’Leary to be Leading Lady

The second rehearsal of the Jesters’ play, "Fast Women," was held in the Public Speaking Room last Sunday afternoon at 2:30, when tryouts for the part of "The Sensualist," the feminine lead, were held. The rival aspirants for this part were Gauthier, Hartley and Linn. Gauthier was finally awarded the part, although Mr. Mor­ton, the coach, admitted that the choice was a very difficult one to make. With the filling of this role, the cast is now complete. There was one small change made, and this was to give the part of "Street", while Jolker, who had that part now, takes Largex’s place as "Toilet"; all of the rest of the cast remains the same.

Everything is now in shape for the rehearsals to go ahead in earnest. As the time is short, Mr. Morton is insisting that all the members of the cast learn their parts as soon as possible so that there will be sufficient time left in which to work out the pos­itions and characterizations as well as to give the play its general finishing touches.

Paul Hering, stage manager of the Jesters, is busily engaged in the coaching of a one-act play for presentation over the Sub-Freshman Week­end. This play, which is a very hum­orous raucous skit of college life is one which will be especially appropriate for the occasion. It is entitled "A Girl to Order." Steve O’Leary takes the part of a college student named "Lady," and the girl to order in the play. Of the cast are: Hey, "Elsie"; Twaddle, "Judy"; Du­rand, "Puck"; Plitt, "Dud’s father"; Isherwood, "Billy." In addition to its presentation at Alumni Hall for the benefit of the Sub-Freshmen, the skit will be given as a special attrac­tion and as part of the program at the Central Theater in West Hartford, May 25.

It will be presented in the name of the Jesters, and it is hoped that this will be a good publicity aid in stirring up interest in the three-act play to be given at the Hartford Club on the evening of the 26th. Both of these plays should be a great success, as they are full of laughter and "peppy" situations.

Coming Events

Friday, May 11:
Primary elections for officers. Polls open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 4:30 p. m.
Saturday, May 12:
Lecture by Professor Troxell on "The Horse and Its Relatives" — a Problem in Evolution. Lecture will be given in Boardman Hall at 11 a.m. Everyone is cordially invited to attend.

Athletics:
Track — Eastern Intercollegiates at Springfield.
Baseball — Providence College at Trinity Field.
Tennis — Worchester Tech. at Hart­ford.

Wednesday, May 16:
Final elections for Trinity officers.

Saturday, May 19:
Athletics:
Track — Connecticut Aegius at Trinity Field.
Baseball — City College of New York at Trinity Field.
Tennis — Holy Cross College at Worchester.
SIX TRACK MEN ENTER SATURDAY IN INTERCOLLEGATES

Ikeler Expected to Place in Two-Mile—Should Run Under 10:20

BOB GIBSON MAY PLACE

Captain Jackson and Nye Entered in Sprints—Even Will Throw Discus

Trinity will be represented at the New England Intercollegiate Track Meet by a group of selected runners and hurdlers. Each one in the squad has pitched the entrants from the outstanding participants in the Mass. Aggies meet. Runners who will compete are: Jackson, Nye and Ikeler. Ikeler is a two-miler, who has shown ability in his running. He ran Saturday’s race in 10:31 and it is thought that he will remain in form. In the third meet of the season is over. Nye has developed into a very strong runner and won his race without much effort on Saturday and it is expected that he will be able to race for first place in Saturday’s meet. Later on in the two-yard dash Nye placed third after an unfortunate start.

Jackson is captain of this year’s team and is a star in the double. He won the century in the Mass. Aggies meet and last first place in the two-yard dash by a small margin when he slowed down to let a team mate pass him for first place.

Bob Gibson and Bill Even will go to work hard to try to compete in the high jump and the discus, respectively. Gibson won an easy first in his event on Saturday and is on his way to get six inches. Gibson is able to jump higher than this and he is expected to place in the meet. Even has not shown much in meets so far this season and has the college record in the discus several times since the last meet. Monday he threw one hundred and twenty feet and is allowable considering a margin. Even will try to secure the title at Worcester Saturday and with the competition which he has he has the college record in this class.

Amsden, Kopple, Britton, Knight, Sturm, Solms, Nye, Grobeil and Britton have all shown ability and they have not made any further announcements concerning them.

Smith Stars as Trinity Tennis Team Takes Clark

Former Ridgewood High Player Wins-Best-Mean-Score Match—Final Score of Match was 3 to 3

The Clark U. tennis team put up stronger opposition than Trinity expected and the match resulted in a 3 to 3 tie. The teams were tied after three matches were played and fought and several times it looked as though Trinity would win.

Captain Bissell and "Dick" Reppert won their first set from Kopple and Amosden 6-2, 6-3 but then lost two close sets 7-9 and 5-7. During their match they were at set point many times, but the Clark men fought hard and prevented them from winning.

"Dick" Reppert played the most steady game of the afternoon and beat Britton 6-2, 6-3.

This is the last match before the Wesleyan match.

In the third set Kopple defeated Bissell 6-4, 6-3, Smith, Trinity, defeated Kopple, 6-3, 6-4, Amosden, Clark, defeated Bissell, 6-2, 6-2; Reppert, defeated Kopple, Amosden, 6-1, 6-2.

Doubles.

Britton and Ikeler, defeated Farrell and Johnson, 6-4, 6-4; Kopple and Amosden, Clark, defeated Reppert and Bissell, 5-4, 7-6.

The Trinity baseball team lost its third consecutive game last Wednesday when the Connecticut State Aggies managed to tie it 3 to 3. A score was fast and played throughout, and gave the fans plenty of excitement. The prospects appeared particularly rosy for Trinity in the first inning when the Aggies crossed the pan with what was destined to be their only run. With the second inning, the Aggies team settled down to an air-tight brand of defense.

"Nick" Marstonide pitched good ball for Trinity, striking out four men and allowing nine hits. "Pop" Williams, the Aggies' old standby, and "Mooney" McCombe, the Aggies' mountaineer, fared much better. He fanned eleven men and his delivery was connected with only three scattered hits. To a large extent, the Aggies' victory may be attributed to his pitching, as he had things pretty much his own way. Time came for the last time, the Trinity base-men watched the ball pass by only to have strikes counted against them.

In the eighth and ninth innings, Trinity had a chance for the lead but the score, but because of the lack of a timely hit, men were left on base. The Trinity lineup was made up of Bissell, Bissell, 6-2, 6-2; Reppert, defeated Kopple, Amosden, 6-1, 6-2.

THE TRIPOD

TRINITY GETS DECISIVE (Continued from page 1.)

that the Middletown team might get a share of the Eastern title with Williams was on Friday.

In an interview with a "Tripod" reporter Coach Renm. Leake stated that Smith will represent Trinity in the New England Intercollegiates. He also expects to send several other players who have not yet been selected.

ON PASSING

They shall not pass. —Numbers 20:18.

Suffer not a man to pass.—Judges 3:18.

The wicked shall no more pass.—Numbers 1:15.

None shall pass.—Isaiah 34:16.

Knoweth that they pass not.—Kings 4:17.

They shall not pass.—Jeremiah 5:11.

Though they roar, yet they can not pass.—Jeremiah 5:22.

"Shall He—The Lord made us beautiful and He—How’s that!"

"Shall—Beautiful so the men would not be able to come down to us that we could love them."

FOR GRADUATING SENIORS

An Opportunity for College Graduates in the “Best Paid Hard Work in the World”

What are you going to do after graduation?

If you have not decided what to do after graduation you may have considered life insurance as a source of income. It is worth while for you to turn your attention to life insurance as a source of income. It is well worth while to consider what you are going to do after graduation.

Money

Reports of college graduates who have entered business indicate that life insurance holds first place as a source of income. One John Hancock agent described his work as “the best paid hard work in the world.” He is a college graduate and in five years has put himself at the very top of his business.

Advancement

In the second place, advancement depends entirely on your own skill and ability. This is no fairy-tale of success. It is the sober and practical truth. The President of a life insurance company who began his career as an agent has this to say to seniors who are about to graduate from college:

“If you love work and desire to pursue an honorable, useful and lucrative mission in life, this is the best business for you to take up. Life insurance is the best business you can take up. It is a work of independent spirit, and that is the kind of a job that will fit you for a college man.

“The work of the life insurance salesman is distinguished by independence and energy. It requires you to become familiar with business methods, law and science. It is a field for workers, not sticklers.

“It is an adjusting and practical calling for men of dynamic energy.

“The life insurance agent is indefatigable to the conduct of modern affairs, and in a particularly sarcastic way. He is an active force in increasing the sum of human happiness and property security.

Your Company

Now is the time to consider what you are going to do after graduation. If you are ambitious, willing to work hard, and interested to know about a life insurance career, you owe it to yourself to examine the opportunities offered by the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company. It is a national institution of the first rank in the country, serving the interests of the country, and it is financially strong—one of the largest companies in the world.

Ask your questions of us before making final decision.